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Abstract. Business Process Intelligence (BPI) is an active research field for discover-
ing valuable knowledge about business processes and leveraging it to improve such process-
es or perform relevant decision-making tasks. Many aspects and properties of business
processes have been addressed for the BPI. In this paper, we mainly focus on the hier-
archical aspect of business processes. A hierarchical structure formed among business
process entities has various analytical properties; therefore, it ought to be analyzed and
visualized properly. In particular, we propose a treemap visualization method to gain
insights that how business process entities have mutual relationships among them in a
hierarchical manner. To this end, we describe an overall procedure including phases from
the creation of business process entity hierarchy to the visualization phase.
Keywords: Business process intelligence, Hierarchical property, Process entity hierar-
chy, Treemap method

1. Introduction. As many organizations today consider their business processes as core
assets affecting the enterprise value, Business Process Management (BPM) methodology
and Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS) have been applied in various industrial
fields. Accordingly, those organizations have begun to pay attention to the development of
intelligent analysis methods for optimizing their processes using vast amounts of process
execution data.

Business Process Intelligence (BPI [1]) aims to discover valuable knowledge from process-
related data (e.g., process models and event logs) and utilize such knowledge in the
decision-making task. [2] defines that BPI serves as the interface between BPM and
data science, and thus it is closely related to the several fields for analyzing business
processes, such as process mining and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM). Broadly, the
essential capabilities required for performing BPI activities fall into three major capa-
bilities: the data acquisition, analysis, and visualization capabilities. In this paper, we
mainly focus on the visualization capability of discovered knowledge of business processes
from the hierarchical aspect.

A hierarchical structure can be formed among business process entities; we call this
structure a process entity hierarchy. This hierarchy has various analytical properties
and therefore should be properly analyzed and visualized. In this regard, we propose
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a treemap visualization method to gain insights that how business process entities have
mutual relationships among them in a hierarchical manner. That is, our treemap method
visualizes a process entity hierarchy and the analyzed result. To this end, we exploit a
meta-model [3] that includes hierarchical relations between process entity types. Based
on this meta-model, we are able to generate a process entity hierarchy that we want to
visualize. Finally, as a validation step, we demonstrate a running example of the gen-
eration and visualization of process entity hierarchy by using an implemented prototype
system.

2. The Hierarchical Relations among Business Process Entities. In many infor-
mation systems, it is common to exploit a hierarchical data model that consists of different
levels of data (e.g., a hierarchical data model for the authority management). In general,
the purpose of the analysis of such hierarchies is to understand hierarchical characteristics
and relationships between data elements and to evaluate each element by its proportion.
Likewise, hierarchical structures and analytical properties exist in the environment that
operates business processes. For example, a business process model, which is operated
by a PAIS, is hierarchically structured in terms of control-flow, such as process packages,
process models, and individual activities.

Package

Business 
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Data Field

Pool
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Application

Figure 1. Meta-model representing hierarchical relations (compositions
and directed associations) between process entity types [3]

To facilitate the analytics of hierarchical structure, we utilize a meta-model that in-
cludes essential process entity types and their hierarchical relations between them (shown
in Figure 1). This meta-model is based on the XPDL (XML Process Definition Lan-
guage [4]) and BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation [5]) standard specifications.
Even though these standards are the outstanding standards for business process defini-
tion, there is still a need to extend the meta-model to be compatible with other related
standards in the future. Accordingly, process entity types included in the meta-model are
defined as follows.

• A Package refers to a grouping of business processes in a specific business domain. In
general, a package is mapped to the root element in many XML-formatted process
models (e.g., the XPDL standard).

• A Business Process is the central entity type in a business process model. Therefore,
it contains subordinate entity types of main aspects, including entities of Activity,
Participant, and Data Field.

• A typical Activity represents a logical unit of work in a business process. Also,
both the routing activities (e.g., OR split/join, AND split/join) and events are other
types of activity, but since these types do not imply a hierarchical property or related
semantics we only take account of typical activities in this paper.
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• A Transition connects two ordered activities. Therefore, these entities are core ele-
ments of the control-flow aspect of a business process. In cases of transitions con-
nected from a disjunctive routing activity, a transition condition is attached to a
corresponding Transition entity. Accordingly, the transition will be activated only
when the transition condition holds true during the execution of the business pro-
cess model.

• A Pool is a top-level container for resources allocated in a business process. In
business process modelling systems, it is used to graphically augment the view of
the resources to a business process diagram. For the BPMN model, a Pool entity
includes a set of Lane entities as its child nodes.

• A Lane is used to describe a responsibility or accountability of a certain set of ac-
tivities in a business process. Therefore, a Lane is often relevant to a business role
(e.g., administrator and contract manager), a system (e.g., a legacy system), and an
organizational unit (e.g., department and project team).

• A Participant is a resource that participates in specific business processes and actually
performs activities within the business processes. It can be not only a human resource
but also a machine resource.

• A Data Field is created and consumed within each business process execution. It
is used as variables to exchange intermediate results between activities or evaluate
transition conditions.

• An Application refers to a software program or a service invoked from a process engine
during business process executions. This entity provides functionalities required to
carry out automatic tasks involved in a business process.

Regarding the hierarchical relations between entity types, there are two types of re-
lations: composition and directed association. A composition (depicted as –�) indi-
cates an explicit hierarchical relationship between a superior entity type and subordinate
entity type. In XPDL models, these relationships are explicitly represented by a hi-
erarchical structure of the corresponding XML elements (e.g., <Package>–� <Workflow
Process>–� <Activity>). Likewise, for BPMN models, there are many types of process en-
tity hierarchies explicitly represented. (e.g., <Diagram>–� <Process>–� <Pool>–� <La-
ne>).

On the other hand, a directed association (depicted as →) indicates an association
relationship between a referring entity type (source) and referenced entity type (sink)
that is navigable in only one direction and is interpreted as an implicit hierarchical re-
lationship. In general, these relationships are not represented as an explicit hierarchy
in a process model, but it implies the hierarchical semantics between process entities.
For the case of an XPDL model, an Activity element contains reference information
for a number of Participant elements which is responsible in performing that activity
(<Activity>→<Participant>).

3. Process Entity Hierarchy and Its Analytics. Based on the meta-model, we can
generate and analyze process entity hierarchies. Figure 2 shows the overall procedure of
the process entity hierarchy analysis. This section describes details of the operations of
the overall procedure, especially focusing on the implemented prototype system.

3.1. Parsing process models. Firstly, the prototype system takes process models (e.g.,
XPDL files) as an input set, and then performs the parsing task to transform information
of XML elements corresponding process entities into a group of process entity objects
that are manipulable by the system. Figure 3 shows the group of process entity objects
extracted from the parsing task. These objects are categorized into three object classes
(control-flow, data and resource) and serve as sources for the process entity hierarchy
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Figure 2. The overall procedure for the analytics of process entity hierarchy

Figure 3. A screen capture of the tree of the extracted process entity objects

analysis. Further, the analysis capability can be enriched if we add event logs or external
data sources (e.g., organizational models, measured values) in addition to these objects.

3.2. Generating a process entity hierarchy. Next task is the generation of process
entity hierarchy. Figure 4 represents an entity tree representation of the hierarchical
relations of process entity types defined in the meta-model. A graphical user interface
provided by the system guides users to easily generate a process entity hierarchy based
on the entity tree.
More specifically, the hierarchy generation is implemented by traversing the entity tree

for choosing the entity types to be included in the hierarchy from the first entity type to
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Figure 4. Tree representation of the hierarchical relations of the meta-model

Figure 5. Generating an entity hierarchy using the graphical user interface

the last entity type in order as represented in Figure 5. During the hierarchy generation,
available entity types will be varied according to the last selected entity type. Additionally,
all the entity types, excluding the leaf entity types on the tree, can be the root entity
type since the minimum required level for hierarchy is two.

3.3. Analyzing the process entity hierarchy. After the generation of the process
entity hierarchy, the system allows users to perform the analytics task on the generated
hierarchy by means of analysis techniques that fit the hierarchical data.

4. Treemap Visualization Method.

4.1. The configuration of the treemap visualization. After the generation of the
process entity hierarchy, the system allows users to perform the analytics task on the gen-
erated hierarchy by means of analysis techniques that fit the hierarchical data. Treemap
[6] is the most common visualization method for hierarchical data. It assigns a size to
a node according to its value. Also, it displays all nodes of the hierarchy including, leaf
nodes, branch nodes, and root node as squares and eventually puts all the squares into one
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large square. Therefore, it provides convenience to intuitively understand the hierarchical
structure of the whole data and, portions of each node at the same time.
To visualize the analyzed entity hierarchy, the configuration step is needed for decid-

ing which hierarchy will be visualized and which metric will be applied to the treemap
visualization. Figure 6 shows two configuration steps for the different entity hierarchy
visualizations. In case of the left side, the selected entity hierarchy is Hierarchy 1 and the
selected metric is workrate for the Participant entities corresponding to the type of leaf
node in Hierarchy 1. On the other hand, the right side in Figure 6 shows that another
hierarchy (Hierarchy 2) and metric (resolution time) are selected for the visualization.

Figure 6. Two examples of the configuration step for the treemap visualization

4.2. Running example. After the generation of the process entity hierarchy, the system
allows users to perform the analytics task on the generated hierarchy by means of analysis
techniques that fit the hierarchical data.
For the validation of the proposed method, we demonstrate visualization results for

an example using sample XPDL process models. Figure 7 shows two different treemap
visualizations. In case of the above side, the treemap contains 3 Pool, 8 Lane, and 58
Participant entities. The color assigned to each node indicates the Lane entity which the
corresponding Participant entity is involved in and the workrate of each Participant decides
the size of the corresponding node. On the other hand, the treemap visualization on the
bottom side contains 1 Package, 3 Business Process, and 14 Activity entities. Each node is
coloured according to the Business Process entity which the corresponding Activity entity
is included in and is scaled by their resolution time measurements.
In the first result (shown in Figure 7(a)), the participant, James Norton occupies the

largest space among the entire participants in the treemap visualization that means this
participant has completed the most work items compared to the others. In the Lane
entity level, the result shows that the lane, Systems contributed to the completion of
the most work items than other Lane entities. For the second result (Figure 7(b)), the
executions of the Fund transfer process have taken the most time than the Update systems
process. In particular, the activity, EvaluateTransferRules shows the highest measured
value of resolution time.

5. Related Work. In this paper, we concentrate on the visualization of hierarchical
properties between business process entities. In this regard, this section briefly introduces
the previous works divided into the business process visualization and visual analytics of
business processes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (color online) Treemap visualizations of two different entity hierarchies

In [7], the authors presented a graph layout algorithm to effectively visualize a business
process model which consists of the large set of task nodes and their connections of high-
density. Similarly, to interactively adjust the visualization, Reichert et al. [8] proposed a
method to reflect user-defined parameters to the business process visualization. These pri-
or works mainly focused on the effective solution to enhance perception in understanding
large-scale business process visualizations.

Beyond the business process visualization, there are few studies to support activities
for the visual analytics of business processes [9-12]. Visual analytics aims for not just
visualizing, but discovering valuable knowledge by exploring the visualized results. For
example, the visualization technique for replaying event logs [9] to strengthen the capabil-
ity of users to analyze the dynamic behaviors of business process executions. In addition,
other studies, such as the multi-perspective visual comparison method [10], visual mon-
itoring for the business process compliance [11], and the process-oriented social network
visualization technique [12], have contributed to the visual analytics of business processes.

While those prior works mentioned above, the hierarchical property of business process
has not been significantly considered in the literature. Therefore, we believe that our
contribution is distinguished from other works in that it raises the feasibility of the analysis
of process entity hierarchies and presents a configurable treemap visualization method for
it.
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6. Conclusion. A hierarchical structure among business process entities has analytical
properties and it ought to be analyzed and visualized by proper techniques. In this paper,
we propose a treemap method for visualizing the process entity hierarchy and analyzed
results. The contributions of the paper are summarized below.

• The overall procedure for the analytics of process entity hierarchy is proposed.
• Developing the visualization method which enables us to interactively configure op-
tions to set the process entity hierarchy we want to visualize and select the metric.

In conclusion, the proposed treemap method can be configured to reflect the generated
hierarchy and the selected metrics, so that it is expected that knowledge related to process
entity hierarchies can be effectively conveyed to stakeholders.
As future work, we plan to revise the meta-model to be compatible with other standards

(e.g., WS-BPEL [13], XES [14]). As another issue, we are interested in the development
of new visualization method for the process entity hierarchy. The basic treemap method,
which we implemented in the system, works well with the process entity hierarchies gen-
erated simple process models. However, for the hierarchy containing large-scale nodes,
our method is not suitable to visualize in that case. Therefore, we are going to study a
new visualization method which is more effective in visualizing process entity hierarchies
and those analyzed results in the near future.
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